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I have not written a column in a couple of months, so I am behind in thanking 

our clinicians: 

Thanks go to Rick Jones for presenting a very informative presentation on 

Tabletop Games with Railroad Themes.  I had no idea so many railroad board 

games existed and that they are popular all over the world. 

And thanks to JayC. Williams for stepping up at the last minute and presenting 

an excellent clinic on using the internet and social media for model railroading 

interaction.  We also hope Richard Bartlett who was originally scheduled for 

the June presentation, recovers quickly and can rejoin us soon.  

I almost skipped over Steve Sandifer’s excellent presentation on Fish and 

Poultry Cars.  Steve is a world-renowned expert on stock cars and his new book 

on Santa Fe Stock Cars is due out soon. Sponsored by the Santa Fe Railway 

Historical and Modeling Society, the book will be available from the Society’s 

website. Order today and you can likely get the author to autograph your copy.  

I hope everyone has plans to visit Frisco for the upcoming Lone Star Region 

Convention. They have some great plans for a visit to the Frisco Railroad 

Museum and all the regular convention activities.  

Next year we will be hosting the Lone Star Region Convention in conjunction 

with the Greater Houston Train Show, so a lot of help will be needed from our 

club and Division 8. So, sign up soon for a volunteer position!! 

See you at the July Meeting!!! 

Bob Barnett  

      From the President    By Bob Barnett 
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      The Home Stretch    By Pete Leach 

Introducing a new series of articles by Pete Leach 

Many of you know I have been building a room size layout based on the Maine 2-foot Wiscasset, Waterville 

& Farmington Railway.  I enjoyed sharing my progress in this newsletter over the past few years through a 

series of articles called the Hobby Bench. But when the schooner, DOROTHY GLYNN, sailed out of the 

harbor in the September 2018 issue, I told you I was taking a break to work on my layout and the NMRA 

Achievement Program.  Well, I’m back to update you on my progress! 

Figure 1 shows the state of the layout when I “retired” from the DERAIL. The yellow shaded portion was 

complete up through scenery, although lacking many details. The unhighlighted section shown on the left had 

track laid but was unfinished. This series will document the progress I’ve made and share some of my 

experiences as I work towards completion of the layout and my MMR® certificate. Hop aboard as we head 

for the Home Stretch. 

1 - Layout showing the completed portion shaded in yellow, the left side needs to be finished 

The unfinished area encompassing the Wharf and Upper Yard (shown on the left of the drawing in Fig 1) 

needed some changes to the original design. The wharf area was too small and the engine service facility had 

only some track and lacked an approach track to the yet to be built turntable. I will cover progress on the 

engine service area in a future installment. 

I started by temporarily attaching a piece of plywood to the front of the layout. Then using full-size templates 

of the two structures located on the wharf and some flex track, the new design was sketched out directly on 

the plywood. (See Fig 2) Once I was satisfied that I could fit everything, the plywood was cut to size and 

installed. 
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      The Home Stretch    By Pete Leach 

2 – Templates of the Coal Shed in the upper center and Pier Station on the right. HO Flextrack works as a fill-in for 
the hand laid On30 I would use later. The black line is the planned size of the wharf. A schooner will be docked 

along the left. The plywood is attached temporarily to the benchwork. 

 

To test the design further, full-size 3D mock-ups were built. I glued copies of the scale drawings of the two 

structures (Coal Shed and Pier Station) to Foamcore. (See Fig. 3) They were cut out and glued together to 

form the walls. The roofs were cut from matte board left over from some picture framing project. The wharf 

itself is a sheet of foamcore cut to size and mounted on temporary supports (blocks of wood). I noticed it was 

awfully white so I sprayed it with some brown paint I had on hand.  I positioned the HO flextrack to test the 

fit. After moving and shifting things around, I emailed photos of the proposed design to several folks around 

the country that are very familiar with the prototype. The feedback received was both constructive and 

helpful. One of the key suggestions was to flip-flop the coal shed and one of the sidings. This configuration 

would be a closer match to the prototype. Sharing the original ideas was a  great way to get input on the 

design, even from folks far away!  

3 - Wharf Benchwork extension with foam core mock-ups  
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      The Home Stretch    By Pete Leach 

In the mock-up of the final design  (Fig 3), the schooner (DOROTHY GLYNN) is on the left. A mock-up of a 

passenger steam ship is in front. I developed a set of plans based on some historical photos and a model of a 

smaller vessel. I may or may not build it but at least I know it will fit! 

On the wharf is a full-size mock-up of the Pier Station (the one with witches-hat tower). It served various 

operations on the wharf, including the tranfer of passengers, baggage, and freight from ships to rail. Next are 

two sidings that are just rails temporarily laid to test the fit. I did connect the rails to the turnouts aready in the 

yard. This allowed me to actually switch cars on and off of the wharf before startng the actual build. 

The white peaked structure behind the tracks is Coal Shed. It was used to store coal from incoming ships until 

needed by a customer on the narrow guage. The small cart on the edge of the wharf near the schooner shows 

where a derrick and elevated tramway will be located. The derrick was used to unload coal and other heavy 

freight from the schooners. The elevated tramway had hand carts and ran from the derrick to the end of the 

Coal Shed. More research is needed to determined the design. 

Some may question the value in spending time to build these mock-ups. The mock ups really help to visualize 

the scene and test the reach and fit. For instance, the Coal Shed shown in the photo was much longer when 

first designed. I reduced the length so it would not overwhelm the scene and block access to the sidings from 

that side. The mock-ups also serve as a great stand-in until the actual models are built. The scene in Fig 3 

shows what it looked like for visitors during the November 2018 Layout Tour. Visitors got a great indication 

of the final scene well before completion! 

Now, I had a plan. But not on paper. Taking some measurements, a scale drawing was made of the new design 

(See Fig. 4). I could later transfer that to the original drawing shown in Fig 1.  But for now, I knew new what 

would be needed to complete this final part of the layout. 

4 – A Drawing of the Redesigned Wharf, Transfer Yard, and Engine Facility 

Although I hadn’t built anything, I was off to a great start in getting my layout finished! Completing this addition will help me fulfill 

some of the requirements needed for the Achievement Program! So, follow along as I head for the Home Stretch! 
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   What’s Wrong With This Picture?             By Craig Brantley 

 

****answer below**** 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

**************************************************************************************** 

Golden spike ceremony imposters Barry and Blake Bogs on the right.   

 

Photo taken on  May 10, 1869 at Promontory Summit, Utah. 
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In this edition of our series, we will be taking a look at “Building a Prototypical Freight Car Fleet” for 

our model railroads.  Regardless of the era we model, it is essential that we make our trains resemble 

those on the prototype.  Granted, there are different degrees of achieving this goal, and while some 

take to the extreme, we all appreciate the compliment when a visitor says your trains really look like 

the real thing. 

In this discussion, we will examine various considerations for which cars we really need on our 

railroads, beyond that of “I really like that car” or “I just have to have that car”.  That being said, there 

is nothing wrong with occasionally succumbing to those sorts of whims, but for the most part we need 

to stay focused on whether that specific car really is appropriate for our railroad.  

There are several general principles for choosing cars for our railroads.  First on the list is the era that 

we model.  While sometimes difficult to do, it is important that we select as narrow a time frame as 

possible, sometimes as specific as a month and year, such as November of 1954, or an actual year 

such as 1995.  When we say that our era is the 1970’s we may attain more flexibility, but often at the 

expense of not being able to accurately model a realistic car fleet, with some of our cars not being 

truly representative of the era. 

Second is the principle of dominant colors such as “boxcar red” for the transition era or “gray” or 

“black” for more modern eras.  The plainer the colors, the longer the train looks on our model 

railroads, as the eye does not pick out individual cars of a different color.  Since we all have an issue 

with running trains of prototypical length, cars of the same color make the train appear longer than it 

really is.  This is not to say that you cannot have one car in a train that is another color, but three or 

four such cars will negatively impact the viewer’s eye.  That being said, a 1960s era train should have 

lots of multi-colored cars to be prototypical in appearance.  

In this same regard, car length is also important in making our trains look longer than they really are.  

More shorter cars of the same length visually make the train look longer than does a wide variety of 

car lengths in the train.  Unfortunately, this is a problem for modern era modelers, as long auto racks 

and trailer flats in a train make it difficult to visually achieve a realistic train length. 

Having the appropriate car types in your trains is also important in making your trains look 

prototypical.  For example, a transition era train should have a predominance of ice reefers as opposed 

to a large number of mechanical reefers.  That same train should also have shorter covered hoppers 

rather than longer ones which would not be appropriate for those times.  A good resource for this type 

of information is an Official Railway Equipment Register for your time frame. 

The final principle that we need to consider in building our freight car fleet is the number of “home 

road” versus “foreign road” cars in our trains.  Home road cars are those with the reporting marks of 

the railroad that we model, while foreign road cars are basically those cars belonging to any other rail 

carrier.  While there is no single answer for how many home road cars should be on the railroad, it 

usually depends on the railroad, the era and the location you are modeling.  Suggested percentages of 

home road cars varies from one quarter to one third to one half of the cars on the railroad.  Foreign 

road cars typically reflect the proportion of one railroad’s cars to the national fleet.   
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In order to determine realistic model railroad foreign road car fleet proportions, there was a study and 

subsequent theory developed by Tim Gilbert and Dave Nelson which states that “free running” cars 

(basically box, gondolas and flat cars) moved all over the country as needed.  This resulted in the 

proportion of such cars in any location being their owner’s proportion of those cars in the national 

fleet.  In other words, if a railroad owned 1% of the total boxcars in the U. S., then that railroad would 

have its boxcars on trains and in yards of another railroad in that same 1% proportion.  National fleet 

data is available for the various years and individual railroad car ownership data is available in the 

ORER, as mentioned earlier.  It is interesting to note that this theory does not apply to branch lines, 

short lines or geographically isolated routes (such as rail lines located on islands served by car floats, 

etc.).   

Factors that would affect the above theory in actual practice would include interchange agreements 

(UP/SP at Ogden, UT increase each railroad’s cars on the other railroad significantly), pool 

agreements resulting in an increased number of a railroad’s cars on another railroad, and unfriendly 

competitive relations among railroads negatively impacting the number of cars interchanged. 

There are also other factors to keep in mind when building your car fleets.  Remember that in the 

transition era, hopper cars in coal service rarely went offline.  There were always some coal shipments 

to railroads without coal sources on their lines, although at a minimum.  This would not be true in the 

modern era, as unit coal trains from the Powder River Basin that originated on the BNSF or UP 

(formerly CNW lines) are found extensively on all of the Eastern and Mid-Western railroads. 

Western railroads typically had more box cars in their fleets (percentagewise) than did Eastern 

railroads.  This should be kept in mind if you are modeling such roads as the SP, UP, or ATSF and 

your trains and terminals should reflect this anomaly. 

Refrigerator cars present some interesting considerations when building your model car fleet.  SFRD 

(ATSF) and PFE (UP/SP) owned the largest number of refrigerator cars by a significant number.  

They were serious competitors for perishable traffic, especially from West Coast origins and did not 

load one another’s cars.  When PFE could not meet car demand at peak harvest times, they depended 

on special arrangements with other railroads to assist in car supply.  ART, BAR, FGE and MDT to 

some extent supplied cars to PFE in their off seasons.  Nevertheless, PFE still provided some 76% of 

the cars to perishable shippers on their lines.  Other refrigerator cars, such as meat reefers and other 

private lease cars, should only be represented on our model railroads in limited numbers in most 

cases.     

Tank cars are another car type that should receive serious consideration, especially for those of us 

who model the Texas-Louisiana Gulf Coast area or railroads whose trains originate in those two 

states.  In the year 1950, only 8% of the total national fleet were tank cars, the majority of which were 

privately owned and in lease service.  Thus, they were not “free runners” and were usually returned 

empty when unloaded.  Most of the tank cars belonged to GATX, UTLX or SHPX, although the 

major oil companies such as Sinclair, Shell, Phillips and Gulf did have their own cars.  A very small 

fraction of the total tank car fleet was railroad owned, and the ATSF, UP, and SP owned 75% of those 

cars.  The UP and ATSF used their cars primarily in company service, while the SP used one-fourth 

to one-third of their cars in fuel service with the balance available to online shippers of liquid 
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products.  Most tank cars at that time were black, although some of the chemical companies painted 

their cars in bright colors (Hooker Chemical orange).  These chemical tank cars were both pressure 

and non-pressure cars.  There were also pressure cars for LPG service (propane, butane, etc.) and 

miscellaneous cars for transporting wine such as those owned by California Dispatch Lines (CDLX). 

 Before concluding this discussion, it should be mentioned that modelers may also want to include in 

their fleet what are known as “signature cars”.  These are cars such as B&O “Wagon Top” box and 

covered hopper cars and Milwaukee Road “Rib Side” boxcars.  Modern era modelers may want to 

include cars such as articulated auto racks or liquid nitrogen tank cars to enhance their fleets. 

The key then to building a prototypical freight car fleet for your railroad is to avoid the temptation to 

just buy cars on a whim, but instead do some research and include cars in your fleet that will truly 

enhance the appearance of your trains and, in turn, the overall prototype look of your railroad.     

         

 

      

Transition Era Freight Train with Prototypical Freight Cars  
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   Derail Archives  April 2001            Submitted by Richard Louvet 

Caulking Comment 

By Kenneth E. Caulking 

Today we'll discuss the Galveston Causeway lift bridge. The bascule lift bridge on Gil Freitag's 

railroad is a direct copy of it. 

The prototype was removed quite a few years  ago and was replaced by a dinky single-track bridge 

that stays up most of the time, only lowering for the occasional rail movement across the causeway. 

That two and- a-half mile causeway crosses Galveston Bay and the lift span is necessary to give clear 

passage to marine operations (mostly barge traffic) on the Intracoastal Waterway. 

The width of the causeway is equal to about five mainlines. Back when it was built there were no 

diesel locomotives and railroad trackage was referred to as steam railroads. There were two steam 

railroad tracks and one for the electric interurban, and then two lanes of a brick paved highway - US-

75. These lanes, though adequate at the time for wagons and early day automobiles, were very narrow 

and provided very little space for error as autos and trucks grew larger in later years. 

The lift bridge was only as wide as the three sets of trackage. The highway had to share the space 

used by the interurban line. When one of the big red Galveston-Houston beasts came along all hell 

broke loose at the highway approach to the lift bridge. Gates went down, red lights flashed all around 

the area, and very shrill sirens would pierce the air as the stately electric traction interurban rolled 

majestically over the bridge as though to say, "Get Out of My Way!" On Gil's bridge, although the 

roadway does share the bridge, there is no interurban trackage to take over the bridge space whenever 

a piece of traction equipment came through. It was a very wild and interesting sight if you were a 

railfan and not in a hurry to arrive at your destination. 

The interurban line ceased operation around 1937 or '38-I'm not official on the date. I'm not accurate, 

however I did enjoy this railfan experience several times in my childhood, as we traveled to and from 

the mainland. The interurban trackage was removed and US-75 had a clear path for a few more years 

on that old bridge. In a few more years two new highway bridges were built and then the old 

causeway bridge became a railroad only causeway. 

There was sufficient railway traffic to justify the bridge being normally down for railroads and 

opened up for marine traffic. In recent years, however, the number of railroads and the amount of rail 

movement over the bridge has decreased so that the newer single-track bridge stays open for marine 

traffic and lowers into position for rail traffic. 

The two "new" bridges for US-75 were level with drawbridges to clear for marine movements. 

Through the years, on trips to and from Galveston-My Angie and I had moved to Houston in 1952-we 

were happy for the bridges to go up because since all auto traffic had to stop, we could leave our car 

to walk to the railings to enjoy watching the action of the huge railroad bridge going up and down 

while some tug boat pushed some barges through the path of the Intracoastal Waterway. Several years 

ago, possibly thirty or more, the highway causeways were rebuilt to remove the lift bridges and raise 

the roadway high above the water to clear any marine traffic. 
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     Mark’s Minute         By Mark Couvillion 

   Derail Archives  April 2001                 Submitted by Richard Louvet 

Many new railroads will be built with DCC-compatible turnouts.  Older ones converting to 
DCC or running DCC unsatisfactorily will need a little attention with their turnouts.  Older 
styles were either “powered frog” or “unpowered frog”.  Powered frog turnouts required that 
the frog be powered AND that the polarity of the frog change as the turnout changed routes.  
This assured that there was power to the engine supplied by the frog.  Some type of switch or 
relay was essential to change this polarity in concert with the movement of the point rails.  The 
frog was electrically isolated from the other rails of the switch, or may have had the point rails 
powered as part of the frog or actually be the source of the power (power-routing) to the frog.  
To assure good power to the frog, a (green) wire connected to the frog is connected to the 
common terminal of either a relay or slide switch that works when the turnout changes 
position.  The other two terminals of the switch or relay are connected preferentially to the 
power bus to get the proper 
polarity.  The points and 
switch MUST move 
together, otherwise there can 
(will) be a direct short.  You 
can reduce the potential for 
the short to occur by 
painting the back sides only 
of the point rails with clear 
fingernail polish and letting 
it dry.  The polish acts as an 
insulator and can prevent the 
direct short if the points and 
power switch for the frog 
aren’t coordinated.  

The Derail — July 2019 

Now, all that is left is that single span railroad bridge which stays open, automobile traffic speeds non

-stop over the intracoastal Waterway and there is no more fun—everyone is in such a hurry. I 'm 

happy to remember having enjoyed the many changes over the years. The next time you go to 

Galveston, remember these experiences, and the next time you visit Gil , take a closer look at his 

model of the big black bridge and visualize it down there at Galveston Bay. Incidentally, Gil's model 

took the NMRA Convention BEST OF SHOW award in St. Louis-I think it was either 1976 or 77. 

Remember, you're looking at real quality and real age, too. 

Editor’s Note (From Wikipedia): 

In 2012, the bascule-type drawbridge on the railroad causeway was again replaced with a vertical-

lift-type drawbridge, allowing the navigation channel through the draw span to be widened. In 2001, 

the U.S. Coast Guard had declared the old span's narrow passageway to be a hazard to navigation. It 

was only 105 feet wide, whereas the replacement vertical-lift span allowed the channel to be widened 

to about 300 feet. The old bridge was sold to Sonoma-Marin Area Rail Transit to be installed on the 

Northwestern Pacific Railroad in Petaluma, California to cross the Petaluma River. 
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Chapter 8:  Confederate Railroad Disadvantages 

The one thing that I clearly remember from my early school history lessons is that the Northern States had a 

significant advantage over the Southern States regarding resources during the Civil War – both in available 

men to become soldiers and resources of all kinds.  What I did not learn was how this also extended to rail 

lines, railroad equipment, and railroad operations and maintenance activities. 

Just looking at the numbers, at the beginning of the conflict (when compared to the Union), the Confederacy 

had: 

 1/3rd of the freight cars 

 1/5th of the locomotives 

 Less than ½ the miles of rails 

 1/8th of the rail production capability 

 1/10th of the telegraph stations 

 1/24th of the locomotive production and repair capability 

 Less than 1/3rd of the U.S. population (based on the 1860 census) 

If this wasn’t bad enough, once war broke out the limited Southern foundries had to switch over to producing 

armaments to support the war effort (in fact only one plant remained committed to building new rails in the 

South).  This effectively left the Confederacy with no capability to build new locomotives.  Also, for the most 

part, the Northern railroads incorporated the more modern T-rail (though smaller and not as structurally strong 

as current T-rail), while several of the Southern railroads utilized U-rail and even flat bar or strap rail, which is 

a simple strip of iron fastened to a wooden support rail.  In fact, the Richmond & Danville RR, which was one 

of the most important transportation arteries for the Confederacy during the Civil War, contained 47 miles of 

flat bar rail and this was the case for the entire war!  So, despite the importance of this rail line the South did 

not have the manpower or resources to upgrade this critical part of its rail system. 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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In addition, the North had 4 East/West rail lines that crossed the Appalachian and Allegheny Mountains while 

the South had one line connecting the two theaters of war.  Furthermore, pieces of that one line (Memphis, TN 

into Virginia) were owned by 4 different Southern railroad companies that often did not play well with each 

other.  This was one of the main reasons why rail lines, owned by different companies, did not connect in most 

Southern cities – the transfer of goods from one inbound train to another outbound train owned by a different 

company (often parked on the other side of town) invoked a tariff that had to be paid.  This tariff or tax had to 

be paid to get goods transferred, mostly by slow horse drawn carts, to the other train.  Even passengers were 

not immune from this situation.  Passengers transferring between trains across town often had to purchase a 

meal or pay for a hotel stay in a specified establishment, such that the rail companies got a kick back, before 

they would be allowed to continue their journey.  With the Confederacy engaged in a bitter war for their own 

independence you would think that this situation would change, but it did not for much of the war. 

Figure 2- Southern railroad system.  Note the different track gages that had to be negotiated to bring goods to market. 

While the Northern cities were well connected by rail lines extending in all directions, the Southern rail 

system was primarily built to get goods (mostly agricultural products) from plantations/remote areas to port 

cities.  Cotton was the #1 export crop of the USA in 1860 with most of the exports (cotton, tobacco, and to a 

lesser extent sugar) being sent to Europe.  Interestingly, many of the Southern rail systems were financed by 

British banks, which were looking to gain a large windfall from their investment in the Southern States.  In 

one of my earlier chapters in this series I mentioned General Winfield Scott’s “Anaconda Plan”, which put a 

stranglehold on the South, mainly by blockading Confederate ports.  Without income from “King Cotton” 

Southern railroad companies rather quickly felt the pinch and responded by laying off skilled railroad workers 

and delaying or cancelling maintenance and/or repairs to rail lines and rail equipment.   

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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Figure 3 – Period photograph of “King Cotton” round cotton bales being loaded onto a rail car.  Loss of cotton as 

an export crop, due to the Northern blockade of Southern ports, essentially bankrupted the South. 

Figure 4 – Artist’s drawing of square cotton bales being prepared for rail transport from Pine Bluff, AR.  Cotton, bound for the 

Mississippi River and eventually New Orleans, would have no place to go after the blockade of Southern port cities. 

With Southern railroad companies having to scale back railroad maintenance and operations in order to 

maintain some level of profitability, this greatly exasperated the already faltering Confederate railroad 

situation.  Historically, the Confederacy was hoping that either or both England and France would also feel the 

pinch financially, from the inability to import Confederate goods, and officially support the Southern cause.  

This is why Southern President Jefferson Davis authorized General Lee to make two separate, but perhaps ill-

advised and often criticized, offensive excursions North through the Shenandoah Valley in an attempt to score 

a Southern victory on Northern soil (Antietam/Sharpsburg, MD and Gettysburg, PA) for surely then Europe 

would then officially enter the conflict on the side of the Confederacy.  However, both battles resulted in 

significant Union victories with the remnants of General Lee’s army barely able to escape the battlefield after 

both engagements.  [Interestingly, in both of these campaigns General Lee could not rely on railroads to 

supply his troops once he left the protection of the Shenandoah Valley.  This was particularly true in the Battle 

of Gettysburg, which lasted 3 days, which while not the longest single battle of the Civil War, it was arguably 

the most intense fighting because of the stakes involved.  Many of Lee’s men ran out of provisions and could 

not physically continue the battle after July 3rd, 1863.  You will see how railroads played a significant role in 

the Gettysburg Union victory in a later chapter in this series.] 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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The way President Lincoln’s and President Jefferson Davis’ governments managed their rail systems during 

the war was probably the greatest contrast of all.  Lincoln’s Secretary of War was none other than Edwin 

McMasters Stanton, who had previously been the President of the Illinois Central Railroad.  Stanton 

immediately recognized the value of railroads to the future war effort and created the United States Military 

Railroad (USMRR) and put Herman Haupt in charge of design, which was a decision that would pay great 

dividends throughout the war.  Mr. Haupt’s accomplishments are too numerous to be listed here and will 

likely be the subject of a dedicated future chapter in this series.  The one key decision that the USMRR made 

was to pay rail companies an incentivizing premium for transporting Northern soldiers and military equipment 

and supplies.  However, with this carrot came a stick – if a company failed to support the Northern war effort, 

the USMRR would simply take it over.  The USMRR did take over the rail line from Baltimore, MD down to 

Washington, D.C., but this was more the result of that rail line being so critical to bringing in troops to protect 

the Northern Capitol coupled with the fact that it lay in “hostile territory” as Maryland had favorable leanings 

towards the Southern cause early in the war. 

Figure 5 - Locomotive tender sporting the USMRR insignia.  Federal pay incentives to Northern railroads served the Union effort well. 

Conversely, Confederate President Jefferson Davis had no experienced railroad men in his cabinet.  

Furthermore, the Confederacy initially secured an agreement with Southern railroad companies to ship troops 

and war materials for free.  While this might sound good, with human nature being what it is, the Southern rail 

companies naturally gave priority to shipping materials that they would receive payment for.  Low priority 

was given to supporting the war effort.  Eventually, the Confederate government was forced to pay Southern 

railroad companies fees that were less than equivalent fares for commercial products.  While this did enhance 

railroad support for the war effort somewhat, the Confederacy continued to be impacted by the results of cut-

rate service from Southern railroad companies until 1865, by which time it was too late to impact the war 

situation significantly. 

My impetus for generating this series on American Civil War Railroads was rooted in the fact that I never was 

taught about the importance of railroads to the outcome of this terrible conflict.  Based on what I have learned 

researching information for these chapters I am beginning to wonder how the Confederacy lasted as long as it 

did.  Perhaps certain clues to answer this question will be revealed in future installments?  Stay tuned…… 

  American Civil War Railroad Follow-on Series   By Jeff Williams 
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 Operations on the Mystic Branch — Part Seven   By Gene Mangum 

As mentioned in Part One, in this series of articles I will discuss operations on the Mystic Branch. In Part 

One I discussed the basic operational assumptions for the Branch. To reiterate, there are four freight trains, 

three “yard jobs” and two passenger trains per operating session. In Parts Two and Three of this series, the 

first two movements - the SATKVT freight and Yard Job 1 were described. SATKVT (San Antonio, TX – 

Kerrville TX) brings the freight cars for Kerrville, Mystic and Val Verde on to the branch from San Antonio. 

Yard Job 1 is responsible for sorting the cars for the Val Verde and Mystic “turns” and any cars bound for 

the un-modeled rail served customers in Kerrville. In Parts Four and Five of this series the VVT and Yard 

Job 2 were described. The VVT (Val Verde Turn) brings all of the cars destined for Val Verde into the 

passing siding in Val Verde using the SD and crew used for SATKVT. It then delivers all cars to the Val 

Verde rail served customers and picks up all outbound cars and returns to the main track in Kerrville. Yard 

Job 2 then sorts all outbound loads and empties from the VVT. 

In Part Six of this series the two Passenger movements, the PS-SATKVT and PS-KVTSAT and a portion 

of the MYT were described in some detail. The PS-SATKVT (Passenger Service – San Antonio, TX – 

Kerrville, TX) departs San Antonio Staging for Kerrville using the other SD for power with station stops in 

Val Verde and Mystic. PS-KVTSAT is the return passenger service using the same equipment. Likewise, the 

first portion of the MYT (Mystic Turn) was discussed. The MYT delivers all cars to the Mystic rail served 

customers and picks up all outbound cars and returns to the main track in Kerrville. 

In Part Seven of this series we will describe and show some illustrations for the next portion of the MYT. 

My s t i c  Tu rn  -  C ont inu ed  
Remember, from Part Six, the crew that overnighted in Kerrville from yesterday’s runs takes the MYT and 

the return KVTSAT train to San Antonio. Once the PS-SATKVT was stopped on the Kerrville Main, the 

MYT could be dispatched. The Kerrville Agent notified the San Antonio Dispatcher who issued the 

following train order: ENG 1427 RUN EXTRA KERRVILLE TO MYSTIC AND TAKE SIDING AND 

WAIT FOR PSKVTSAT ENG 5344. This order authorized the Mystic Turn. As described in Part Six, the 

MYT then proceeded to Mystic and took the Passing siding. PS-KVTSAT was then dispatched in Kerrville 

headed for Mystic and Points East. At 2:45 PM PS-KVTSAT stopped at the Mystic Station. The Conductor 

met with the Station Agent. The platform crew loaded and unloaded baggage and assisted passengers. At 

2:55 PM the Conductor issued the “All Aboard” announcement, signaling the Engineer that the train was 

ready to move. The Engineer started the bell, gave two short blasts of the air horn, released the brakes, and 

moved slowly out of the Mystic Station. 

That brings us to the present. When PS-KVTSAT leaves Mystic, the Mystic Agent calls the Kerrville Agent 

and San Antonio Dispatcher letting them know that all is clear. The San Antonio Dispatcher then issues the 

following Train Order: EXTRA 1427 EAST SWITCH MYSTIC RAIL SERVED CUSTOMERS AND 

RETURN TO KERRVILLE. This Train Order 

authorizes the MYT Crew to continue with the 

switching assignments in Mystic. First, the Head 

Brakeman uncouples 1427 from SP 699457. The 

Engineer brightens the headlight and turns the Mars 

light back on. The Engineer releases the brake, 

sounds two short blasts on the train horn, eases the 

throttle open, signals for the US 87 grade crossing, 

and moves down the siding. See Figure 1. 

Figure 1 – 1427 moves down the Passing Siding 
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As 1427 nears the East Passing Siding 

Switch, the Engineer gives two short blasts on 

the train horn, throttles back, adds brake and 

stops just short of the East switch. The Head 

Brakeman then throws the switch for the 

Passing Siding and the Engineer slowly eases 

1427 ahead until clear of the Switch. The 

Head Brakeman throws the switch for the 

Main and mounts 1427. The Engineer then 

proceeds in reverse West-bound on the Main 

through Mystic until 1427 is just past the 

Main Street (US 87) Lead Switch. The Head 

Brakeman dismounts and sets the switch for 

the Lead. See Figure 2. 

 

The Head Brakeman mounts 1427 and the 

Engineer starts the bell, sounds two quick 

blasts, and starts slowly down the Lead. The 

Rear Brakeman protects the Main Street (US 

87) crossing. See Figure 3. 

 

 

The Head Brakeman dismounts and the 

Engineer signals for the SH 27 grade crossing 

and stops 1427 just past the three way switch 

to the Main Street Customers. The Head 

Brakeman then sets the three-way for the 

Mystic Brewing Company Siding. See Figure 

4. 

 

 

 

The Engineer sounds three short blasts and 

proceeds slowly down the Mystic Brewing 

Company Siding and couples to gondola 

GONX 310153. See Figure 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 – 1427 at Main Street Lead Switch 

Figure 3 – 1427 proceeds down the Main Street Lead 

Figure 4 -1427 prepares to switch Mystic Brewing Company 

Figure 5 – 1427 couples to GONX 310153 
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The Rear Brakeman connects the air hoses, releases the 

hand brake on GONX 310153, and signals the Engineer. 

The Engineer gives two short blasts of the train horn, opens 

the throttle and slowly pulls ahead. When GONX 310153 

clears the Mystic Brewing Company Siding switch, the 

Engineer signals for the SH 27 grade crossing, sounds two 

short blasts on the train horn, and stops the train. The Head 

Brakeman lines the three-way for the Main Street Lead. 

Meanwhile, the Rear Brakeman sets the Mystic Freight 

Station Siding switch for the siding. The Engineer sounds 

three short blasts and backs slowly down the Lead onto the 

Freight Station Siding and couples the gondola to SP 

246001. See Figure 6.  

The Rear Brakeman connects the air hoses and releases the 

hand brake on SP 246001. The Rear Brakeman signals the 

Engineer that the cut is ready to move. The Engineer sounds 

two short blast on the train horn and slowly pulls the cut 

down the Mystic Freight Station Siding and on to the Main 

Street Lead. Once clear of the Freight Station Siding switch, 

The Engineer sounds two short blasts on the train horn, adds 

brake, and stops the train. The Rear Brakeman throws the 

switch for the lead. The Conductor checks the two pick-ups 

on the Switch List. (Then the Conductor pulls the car cards 

for GONX 310153 and SP 246001 from the Mystic Brewing 

and Mystic Freight Station card boxes.) The Rear 

Brakeman then protects the Main Street crossing as the 

Engineer sounds three short blast on the train horn and 

slowly pushes the cut down the Lead. See Figure 7. 

1427 continues to back the cut down the Lead and onto the 

Main. As 1427 clears the Main Street Lead Switch, the 

Engineer Sounds two short blasts and stops the cut. The 

Head Brakeman uncouples GONX 310153 from 1427, and 

the Engineer slowly pulls ahead several feet. The Head 

Brakeman then sets the Handbrake on the gondola and 

mounts the engine. See Figure 8. 

The Engineer starts the bell, sounds two quick blasts, and 

starts slowly down the Lead. The Rear Brakeman protects 

the Main Street crossing. The Head Brakeman dismounts 

and the Engineer signals for the SH 27 grade crossing and 

stops 1427 just past the three way switch. The Head 

Brakeman then sets the three-way for the Valley Lumber 

Company Siding. The Engineer sounds three short blasts 

and backs slowly down the Valley Lumber Company Siding 

to couple to boxcar, ATSF 51263. See Figure 9. 

Figure 6 –                                                                                        
Box Car, SP 246001 Picked up from Mystic Freight Station 

Figure 7 –                                                                                         
SP 246001 and GONX 310153 crossing Main St. (US 87) 

Figure 8 – Pick-ups SP 246001 and GONX 310153 
temporarily spotted on the Main  

Figure 9 – 1427 prepares to couple to ATSF 51263 
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After 1427 couples to ATSF 51263, the Head 

Brakeman connects the air hoses and releases the 

handbrake on the box car. The Engineer sounds two 

blasts on the train horn and slowly proceeds up the 

Valley Lumber Siding while the Rear Brakeman 

protects Main Street. See Figure 10. 

 

 

The Engineer signals for the SH 27 grade crossing, 

sounds two short blasts on the train horn, adds brake, 

and stops the train. The Head Brakeman lines the 

three-way switch for the Main Street Lead. The 

Engineer sounds three short blasts and backs slowly 

down the Lead and onto the Main. As the boxcar 

clears the Main Street Lead Switch, the Engineer 

Sounds two short blasts and prepares to stop. See 

Figure 11. 

 

 

The Engineer couples ATSF 51263 to the gondola 

GONX 310153. The Head Brakeman release the 

handbrake on GONX 310153 and connects the air 

hoses. The Engineer slowly pushes the cut until 1427 

is clear of the Lead switch. The Head Brakeman 

uncouples ATSF 51263 from 1427, and the Engineer 

slowly pulls ahead several feet. The Head Brakeman 

then sets the handbrake on ATSF 51263 and mounts 

the engine. The Rear Brakeman throws the switch for 

the Main and also mounts the engine. The Conductor 

checks the pick-up on the Switch List. (Then the 

Conductor pulls the car card for ATSF 51263 from 

the Valley Lumber Company card box.) The Engineer 

gives two short blasts on the train horn, releases the 

brake, adds throttle and starts 1427 down the Mystic 

Main Eastward thru town and stops just past the East 

Passing Siding switch.  

The Head Brakeman dismounts and throws the 

switch for the siding and remounts 1427. While the 

Rear Brakeman protects the US 87 grade crossing, the Engineer backs 1427 down the siding and couples 

onto SP 699427. The Head Brakeman connects the air hoses and releases the hand brake on SP 699457. The 

Engineer releases the brake, sounds two short blasts on the train horn, eases the throttle open, signals for the 

US 87 grade crossing, and moves the cut down the Passing Siding. See Figure 12. 

Figure 10 – 1427 crosses Main Street 

Figure 11 – Setting out ATSF 51263 on the Main 

Figure 12 – 1427 picks up SP 699457 and TTPX 82445 
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As 1427 nears the East Passing Siding Switch, the 

Engineer gives two short blasts on the train horn, 

throttles back, adds brake and stops the cut just 

beyond the East switch. The Head Brakeman then 

throws the switch for the Main and the Engineer 

pushes the cut West-bound on the Main through 

Mystic and couples to the Pick-ups. See Figure 13. 

 

 

The Head Brakeman connects the air hoses and 

releases the hand brake on ATSF 51263, The 

Engineer then pushes the cut up the main until 1427 

is clear of the Lead Switch. The Head Brakeman 

uncouples SP 699457 and the Engineer pulls forward 

several feet.  See Figure 14. 

 

 

 

 

The Head Brakeman sets the hand brake on TTPX 

82445 and mounts SP 699457. The Engineer starts 

the bell, sounds two quick blasts, and starts slowly 

down the Lead with the Rear Brakeman protecting 

the Main Street crossing. The Head Brakeman 

dismounts and the Engineer signals for the SH 27 

grade crossing and stops SP 699457 just past the 

three way switch The Head Brakeman then sets the 

three-way for the Mystic Brewing Company Siding. 

See Figure 15. 

 

 

 

The Engineer sounds three short blasts and pushes SP 

699457 down the Mystic Brewing Company Siding 

and spots the car at the brewery. See Figure 16. 

Figure 14 –                                                                                                   
SP 699457 uncoupled and ready to move down the Lead 

Figure 15 – SP 699457 ready to move to Mystic Brewing Company 

Figure 16 – SP 699457 spotted at Mystic Brewing Company 

Figure 13 – Main Street Pick-ups and Set-outs coupled on Main 
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The Rear Brakeman uncouples the car and the 

Engineer pulls 1427 forward several feet. The Rear 

Brakeman then sets the hand brake on SP 699457. 

The Engineer then pulls forward, clears the three-

way, and the Head Brakeman sets the switch for the 

Lead. With the Rear Brakeman protecting Main 

Street, the Engineer backs 1427 down the lead and 

couples to TTPX 82445. The Head Brakeman 

uncouples the flat car and the Engineer pulls 

forward. See Figure 17. 

 

 

The Head Brakeman sets the hand brake on ATSF 

51263 and mounts TTPX 82445. The Engineer starts 

the bell, sounds two quick blasts, and starts slowly 

down the Lead. The Head Brakeman dismounts and 

the Engineer signals for the SH 27 grade crossing 

and stops TTPX 82445 just past the three way 

switch The Head Brakeman then sets the three-way 

for the Valley Lumber Company Siding. See Figure 

18. 

 

 

 

 

The Engineer sounds three short blasts and pushes 

TTPX 82445 down the Lead. See Figure 19.  

 

 

 

 

The Engineer spots TTPX 82445 in the lumber yard 

and the Head Brakeman sets the hand brake. See 

Figure 20. 

Figure 18 – 1427 and TTPX 82445 on Main Street Lead across SH 27 

Figure 19 - TTPX 82445 on Valley Lumber siding ready to be spotted 
at Valley Lumber Company 

Figure 20 – TTPX 82445 Spotted at Valley Lumber Company 

Figure 17 – TTPX 82445 uncoupled and ready to move down the Lead 
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The Engineer then pulls forward, clears the three-way, 

and the Head Brakeman sets the switch for the Lead. 

With the Rear Brakeman protecting Main Street, the 

Engineer backs 1427 down the lead and couples to 

ATSF 51263. See Figure 21. 

 

Meanwhile, the Conductor marks the two set outs on 

the Switch List. (Then the Conductor places a Car 

Being Loaded/Unloaded Do Not Move instruction in 

the car cards for SP 699457 and TTPX 82445 and 

places the cards in the appropriate card box.) The 

Head Brakeman sets the Main Street Lead switch for 

the Main and locks it. The next maneuver is to move 

the remaining Mystic set outs from the Passing Siding 

to the Main. This is necessary so that Valley Produce 

Association and Walker Transfer & Storage facilities 

can be switched. The Engineer gives two short blasts 

and moves the cut down the Main to the West Passing 

Siding switch. The Head Brakeman sets the switch for 

the Passing Siding and the Engineer pulls the cut 

forward and couples to Caboose SP 1652. See Figure 

22. 

 

The head brakeman connects the air hoses and the 

Engineer slowly backs both cuts of cars until the 

mechanical refrigerator car BKTY 38 is clear of the 

West Siding switch. See Figure 23. 

 

The Head Brakeman sets the switch for the Main and 

The Engineer moves the cuts forward until the Caboose 

is in the clear. The Rear Brakeman uncouples 1427 

from the Caboose and the Engineer slowly backs the 

pickup cut down the Main until 1427 is clear of the 

switch. The Head Brakeman throws the switch for the 

Passing Siding and mounts 1427. The Rear Brakeman 

mounts the last car of the cut and the Engineer sounds 

two short blasts and slowly pulls the cut up the Passing 

Siding. See Figure 24. 

 

Well, due to space limitations, this concludes this 

operating session on the Mystic Branch. In the next 

installment the remainder of the Mystic Turn will be 

featured. See you next month! 

 

Figure 22 – 1427 coupled to remainder of set outs 

Figure 24 – Mystic Pickup cut moves up the Passing Siding 

Figure 23 – Set out cut clear of West Passing Siding Switch 

Figure 21 – 1427 coupled to Main Street Pickups 
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     June 2019 Minutes        By Richard Louvet 

The Derail — July 2019 

President Bob Barnett called the meeting to order 
at 6:58pm. 
 
There was one visitor. 
 
David Currey thanked Virginia Freitag and 
Geoffrey & Divina Hogno for punch and cookies. 
 
A clinician is needed for the July meeting. Contact 
Dave. 
 
He introduced JayC. Williams for a clinic entitled 
“Using Facebook for Model Railroading and 
Railfanning”. The attendees were given an 
excellent overview of Facebook tips and traps. 
Hopefully, more members will access the San Jac 
Facebook page. 
 
Treasurer’s Report 
There were no May minutes as the business 
meeting was canceled due to the rain. 
 
The May bank balance was $16,970.14. Income 
for April and May included $600 for a partial 
deposit return from the Stafford Centre. The 
remaining $400 will be deposited this month. 
Expenses were: 

$100 to the USS Alabama in memory of Gus 
Freitag 

$112 for this year’s LSR youth winners to 
attend their ceremony 

$1000 for module reimbursements from the 
train show 

$120 for website hosting 
$95 in income tax 
$11 for stamps. 
 

Fall Layout Tour 
Craig Brantley reminded everyone of the 
upcoming tour. Get your layout in the list early to 
insure it is in the printed list. Contact Craig at 
SanJacTour@SBCGlobal.net. Our webpage is 
bringing visitors from outside the Houston area to 
layouts that are close to them. 
 
Lone Star Region/ Division 8 
Visit http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/ for clinic 
information.  
 

Chuck Lind said the attendance count for the 
Texas Special in Frisco is up to 150. Contact 
http://www.lonestarregion.com/node/50 for 
details. 
 
Derail 
Bob Sabol requested a list of regular attendees to 
better target certain announcements. Dick Louvet 
will provide one to Bob. 
 
Membership Committee 
Divina Gato-Hogno said traffic on our Facebook 
page is slowly growing. 
 
Our Facebook is at https://www.facebook.com/
San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-
112449312120157/ 
 
Our Twitter is at https://twitter.com/SJMRRC 
 
Our Groups.io is at SJMRRC@Groups.io 
 
New Business 
Richard Bartlett at M D Anderson. 
 
Don Bozman is at the Kindred Rehabilitation 
Hospital Clear Lake. 
 
Denny McGonigle is at the Regent Care Center of 
Kingwood. 
 
Gene Magnum has been volunteering at the 
Rosenberg Railroad Museum. They need more 
volunteers. For details, please see 
http://www.rosenbergrrmuseum.org/railfest. 
 
Hobbytown closed after 5 ½ years. Barnett 
suggested that members could submit Derail 
articles about their hobby shop experiences since 
the number of shops in shrinking and 
remembrances would be an interesting read. 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 8:34pm. 
 
Respectively submitted, 
 
Dick Louvet 
Secretary/Treasurer  

mailto:SanJacTour@SBCGlobal.net
http://www.texasgulfdivision.org/
http://www.lonestarregion.com/node/50
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
https://www.facebook.com/San-Jacinto-Model-Railroad-Club-112449312120157/
https://twitter.com/SJMRRC
mailto:SJMRRC@Groups.io
http://www.rosenbergrrmuseum.org/railfest
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Officers 

Derail Staff 

San Jac RR Club Meetings take place the 

first Tuesday of each month at 7pm 
 

Bayland Community Center    

6400 Bissonnet St. Houston, TX 
 

Click here for directions 

Visitors are always welcome! 

Conductor: Bob Sabol 

bsabol@stillmeadow.com 

Engineer: Terri Brogoitti 

tbrogoitti@stillmeadow.com 

 

Brakemen:  

Mark Couvillion    

 (mark_couvillion@hotmail.com)  

David N. Currey  

 (texasandlouisiana@msn.com) 

Brian Jansky (brianj844@gmail.com) 

Pete Leach  (pleachtx55@gmail.com) 

Richard Louvet (rlouvet@att.net) 

Gene Mangum (semangum@windstream.net) 

Al Partlow (alswitch@aol.com) 

JayC. Williams (jaycello@yahoo.com)  

Jeff Williams (mellowmiata@hotmail.com) 

 

 Video Corner 

 

How to Wake Up a Steam Locomotive 
Nickel Plate Road No. 765 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNvv40IeIqg   

www.sanjacmodeltrains.org  
Webmaster: Brian Jansky  

The Derail — July 2019 

President: Robert (Bob) Barnett  MMR 

rbarnett@ljaengineering.com  

Vice-President: David N. Currey 

texasandlouisiana@msn.com 

Secretary/Treasurer: Richard (Dick) Louvet  

rlouvet@att.net 

Director at Large:  Chuck Lind MMR 

chucklind46@gmail.com 

Past President: Rex Ritz icrex@yahoo.com  

Next Meeting 

TUESDAY, JULY 2 

 

“Realistic Open Loads” 

by  

Gene Mangum 

 

 
Refreshments:  

Virginia Freitag  (drinks) 

Ben and Liz Harris (cookies) 

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Bayland+Community+Center+6400+Bissonnet+St.+Houston,Tx&oe=utf-8&rls=org.mozilla:en-US:official&client=firefox-a&um=1&ie=UTF-8&sa=N&hl=en&tab=wl
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNvv40IeIqg
http://www.sanjacmodeltrains.org/

